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Introduction 
This document describes the changes and additions to Microsoft Dynamics® AX for Retail for the 
2012 release. 

However, this document does not describe all features and is not a complete guide to the 
capabilities or use of Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail. For more information about Microsoft 
Dynamics AX for Retail, please refer to the documents that will be published at RTM including 
the following documents: 

 Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail Help 

 Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail POS Help 

 Enterprise Portal for Retail Help 

 Retail Deployment Guide 

 Implementation Guide for PCI Compliance 

 Retail Scheduler Technical Reference 

 Retail POS Technical Reference 

 Retail Store Connect Technical Reference 

Retail category management 
Microsoft Dynamics AX  for Retail 2009 utilizes a single, 4-tiered hierarchy for all product 
management and merchandising. Any supplemental grouping is accomplished with special 
groups, which allow products to be categorized across the hierarchy, but does not support any 
hierarchy or nested groups. The implementation of this feature is not consistent with other 
types of hierarchies throughout the solution.  

This document details the uptake of the category framework introduced in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2012. The benefits are: 

 Consistent implementation and user experience across product 

 Tree-style navigation 

 N-level deep category hierarchy 

o No longer limited to four (as in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009) 

 Define manually or import hierarchies 

 User defined attributes 

o Category attributes 

o Product attributes 

 Child category nodes inherit from parent node 

 Support for multiple retail hierarchies 

o Retail product hierarchy 

o Supplemental retail hierarchy 
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 Enhancement for better product maintenance 

Details 

Generic category hierarchy management 

Define the category hierarchy by using the generic category hierarchy management  (list page 
and details page, below). 

List page 
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Details page 

 
 

Define Role/Purpose of category hierarchy 

Define the purpose of the category hierarchy by using the category hierarchy (screenshot 
below). 

 
 

The following retail specific category hierarchy types have been defined in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2012: 

 Retail product hierarchy: Standard retail product categorization 

 There will be only one retail product hierarchy in the system. 
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 Supplemental retail hierarchy: Categorize products for special reasons (e.g., clearance, 
discounts/price reductions, top items, assortments, etc.) 

 There can be one or more supplemental retail hierarchies in the system. 

 Retail vendor product hierarchy: Capture vendor’s product categorization structure. 

 There can be one or more retail vendor hierarchies in the system. 

Retail category management 

Retail product hierarchy 

 
 

Enable authorized users to perform the following: 

 Bulk categorize products 
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o A product can be categorized only once within a hierarchy. 

o Products can be added inline one-by-one or using the Add products button. 

o Add products will enable bulk addition of products to the selected categories. The 
products may belong to other categories across other hierarchies. 

 Maintain basic product properties for the category, per legal entity: 

 
 

 Maintain retail product properties for the category: 
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 “Update products” will apply the basic product property values as well as the retail product 
property values to the products that have been assigned to the category. 

 Maintain user-defined product attributes. These attributes will be inherited by the products. 
This is standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 functionality. 

 Map vendor categories with retail product categories. 

 
 

Vendor catalog import will leverage the mapping information to categorize vendor’s 
products in the system. 

 Specify attribute values for the category attributes. These attributes will not be inherited by 
the products. This is standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 functionality. 

Supplemental retail hierarchy 

Define the supplemental retail hierarchy by using supplemental retail hierarchy (list page and 
details page, below). 
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List page 

 
 

Details page 

 
 

Note 

The add products functionality under the Products fast tab is the same as what’s been 
provided under the Products fast tab in retail product hierarchy. However, user can 
select variants for the products while associating them to supplemental categories. 

Products categorization 

The following screenshot illustrates bulk product categorization via the retail product hierarchy 
or the supplemental retail hierarchy. 
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The following screenshots illustrate one-by-one product categorization via the product list page 
and product details page. 
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Assortments 
Assortments allow a retailer to determine product availability at one or more channels for a 
specified period of time. Improvements to assortment in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 include 
up taking changes for products, categories, and the organization model, as well as an 
assortment state model, performance improvements, and the ability to specify date effectivity 
and to exclude certain products or categories. 

 
 

Details 

Uptake products, categories, and org model 

Assortments have been updated to take advantage of new or modified functionality in Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2012, such as products, categories, and org model.   

 Products: In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, newly created products are considered “global” 
and are shared across all legal entities.  Assortments utilize these global products to allow 
central management.  An assortment can contain stores/channels from multiple legal 
entities. 

 Organization model: Store groups from the have been replaced by organizational 
hierarchies. This allows retailers to create multiple custom hierarchies for grouping their 
stores or channels for assortments. 
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 Categories:  The retail product hierarchy and special groups from Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2009 for Retail has been replaced with new category hierarchies. This allows users to create 
multiple custom hierarchies for grouping their products for assortments. 

Product exclusions 

Exclusions provide greater flexibility in defining the product mix within an assortment.  
Categories, products, or even specific variants can be excluded from a higher level node in the 
hierarchy. For example, an assortment can contain “all apparel products, except formalwear.” 

Effective dates 

By definition, an assortment determines where and when products are available. In Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2012, assortments do not support start and end dates, which are respected by the 
Retail POS. Published assortments will be replicated to Retail POS in the next scheduled job, but 
will not be visible by a Retail POS user until the valid period. 

Assortment status 

Assortments now support a state model, where they move between “draft,” “published,” and 
“expired” states. A newly created assortment is in draft mode, where changes made are not 
replicated until it is published. This allows a user to make changes in the back office without 
impacting the stores or channels until the intended time. Once the effective period has passed, 
the assortment will be marked “expired.” 

Assortment scheduler 

Another key change to assortments is the assortment scheduler batch job. This job periodically 
aggregates and then de-normalizes all of the valid assortments into a flattened list of products 
and variants per channel. This improves data replication performance and provides the data 
necessary for the improved visibility features. 

 
 

Improved visibility 

A number of inquiries and fact boxes have been added throughout Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 
to improve the visibility of the assortments and the products and channels within. For example, 
a user can easily determine which assortments apply to a specific channel, which products are 
available in a specific channel, or which channels carry a specific product.  
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Organization model 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 introduces a retail-specific extension to the 
organizational model called retail channel.  

 
 

Retail channel will be a sub-type of operating unit. In addition, three channel types will be used:  

 Retail store 

 Online store 

 Online marketplace  
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Three retail-specific hierarchy types are available to classify organization hierarchies: 

 Retail assortment 

 Retail replenishment 

 Retail reporting 
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Pricing and discounts 

Store-specific pricing 
To set store-specific prices in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 for Retail, the distribution location for 
the store was set directly on the trade agreement. In Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012, the 
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prices are set using price groups. A store can have one of more price groups assigned. The trade 
agreements are configured using those price groups. When calculating the base price for a 
product, Retail POS looks for trade agreements with price groups assigned to the store. 

 
 

Periodic discount 
Similar to store-specific pricing, periodic discounts use price groups instead of directly assigning 
distribution locations. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 for Retail, periodic discounts were applied 
based on the priority set on the discount. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 introduces concurrency 
rules that determine how Retail POS calculates discounts when multiple discounts apply to the 
same product. The following concurrency rules are supported: 

 Exclusive: No other discounts apply 

 Best price: Determine which single discount provides the best price for the customer 

 Compounded: Multiple discounts apply 

Periodic discounts can be defined using product categories, products, or variants. Retail POS will 
at the time of sale determine which category the item belongs to apply the appropriate 
discounts. 

Also, a new option to specify a discount code (coupon) is available. This option is combined with 
the ability to publish periodic discount using the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 campaign feature. 
If the require discount code is set, Retail POS will only apply the discount if the linked code is 
entered (scanned). 
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Customer orders 
Customer orders are one of the most common scenarios in retail. They involve ordering items 
that are not in stock at the store. In this release, we have added support for two order types: 

 Sales quotation:  Used to give customer an estimate of price for specific product/service 

 Sales orders: Used  for products that the normally doesn’t stock in store (customized orders, 
pre-order scenarios, as well) 

Customer orders allow retailers to create an order at the store to be picked up at the store or 
shipped to the customer, retrieve it at the store, initiate and complete picking and packing 
workflows from Retail POS, and customer pickup of the order at the store. Additionally, 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 supports order returns and order cancellation from Retail 
POS. 

Details 

Retail parameters for customer orders 

A new Customer orders tab has been added to Retail > Setup > Retail parameters to allow 
configuration of the following: 

 Default order type 

 Deposit % to be collected on sales orders 

 Default mode of delivery when order is to be picked up at the store. 

 Expiration date on quotations  

 Miscellaneous charge codes to be used for saving shipping charges and cancellation charges. 
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Order creation and customization 

 
 

 A new operation called “Create order” has been added to Retail POS. This launches the 
Order details form, which allows user to enter order type, customer information, shipping 
and delivery information, as well as view the order summary before committing the order. 

 The Order details page supports header-level shipping and delivery information, as well as 
mixed delivery methods, where each line item can be delivered to a different destination. 

 Products can be added to an order using the regular Retail POS transaction pane.  

 Pricing, taxes, discounts, etc. that apply to regular cash and carry transactions apply to 
ordering products, as well. 

 Deposits are computed on orders based on the configuration in Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012. 

 Tendering the deposit in Retail POS uses Retail Transaction Service to create the order in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Order details are written locally to Retail Transaction and 
Payment tables for the end-of-day statement over/short calculation. 

 Orders or payment journals are not created as part of statement posting. 
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Order retrieval 

 
 

Orders can be retrieved in Retail POS by using the Sales order operation. Orders can be retrieved 
using specific order IDs or by searching for all orders associated with a customer account. You 
can select an order from a list of orders. 
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Order Modification  

 
 

Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 supports the ability to retrieve an order created online or 
in another store, and then modify it – add or remove products, change quantities, etc. You can 
view the order details by using the View details operation 

Orders retrieved in Retail POS can be edited in Retail POS as long as the order status in “Open.” 
Once the order has a picking list or a packing slip or an invoice is created in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2012, you cannot modify an order in Retail POS. 
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Picking and packing in Retail POS 

 
 

A picking list and packing slip can be created for an order in Retail POS. 

You can retrieve the order to create a picking list. This triggers Retail Transaction Service to 
create a picking list document in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 

The Picking and receiving form displays the sales order picking lists for the specific store, along 
with other picking requests for the store. You can indicate the picked quantity and complete the 
picking in Retail POS. This creates a picking list update that marks the picking list as completed in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 

Packing slips can be created for a sales order using the Packing slip operation. This triggers Retail 
Transaction Service to create the packing slip in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Packing slips can 
be retrieved and then printed in Retail POS. 
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Customer order pickup 

 
 

Customers can pick up an order that was created online or in a different store. Once the order is 
retrieved, cashier has the ability to select an order for customer pickup. System computes the 
balance due on the order so that customer can pay the balance. 

After tendering the balance, the order is invoiced in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 and payment 
journal is created in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. The payment journal and prepayment journal 
is then settled against the invoice. 

Partial pickups are also supported in Retail POS and invoicing and balance calculation is handled 
appropriately. 

Order settlement  

Once the order is shipped, the order needs to be invoiced and settled against the payments 
using standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 process. 

Order cancellation 

An order can be cancelled in Retail POS while the order is still Open (before picking list or 
packing slip or invoice is created for the order). The default cancellation charge based on Retail 
parameters is deducted from the total refunded to the customer. Retail POS has the option to 
edit the cancellation charge or to remove it. 

The sales order is cancelled by setting deliver remainder = 0 on the order. Payment journals will 
be created to handle the reversal of the deposit, as well as to account for the refund given to 
the customer.  
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Return orders 

An order can be returned at a store after it been delivered to the customer by using the Return 
order operation on the Order details action pane. The cashier can look up the order and select 
products for return and tender the return at the store.  

Return order is create in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 along with appropriate documents to 
handle the return. 

Inventory enhancements 
This section details two enhancements to help retailers be more productive when managing 
inventory in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail. First, the Add products form has been improved 
to support multiple product hierarchies, quantity and dimension value entry, and a new variant 
matrix selection dialog has been added.  In addition to Add products, a new feature “mass 
update worksheet” allows retailers to make bulk updates to product properties. 

Details 

Add products form 

Many retailers have tens or hundreds of thousands of products in their database. The Add 
products form supplements existing methods in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to add products to 
lists, and allows users to filter larger product lists based on categories and other criteria before 
making selections for the calling form. 

 
 

 Additional invocation points: In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009, the Add items form was only 
accessible from other Retail forms. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, it has been added to 
other core areas in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 that are heavily used in retail, such as 
purchase orders, sales orders, transfer orders, and counting journals. 
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 Category and product uptake:  The Add products form has been modified to take 
advantage of other changes to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 and the Retail module.  You can 
now filter based on the Retail product category or any of the supplemental product 
categories. The form is also context sensitive based on the calling form, to show either 
global/shared products or only products released to the current legal entity. 

 Ability to set quantity and dimension information:  Depending on the calling form, the Add 
products form will allow the user to specify quantities or other required dimension 
information (site, warehouse, size, color, etc.), eliminating the need to re-edit the product 
list afterward. 

 Variant matrix selection: A new feature has been added to allow users to work with 
products with many variant combinations more efficiently. Users can pivot, filter, and sort 
the list and make selections in a table format, rather than row by row. 

 
 

Mass update worksheet 

The mass update worksheet allows a user to create a journal by selecting which properties are 
to be modified and which products will be updated. Once in the grid, users can use “Paste to all 
rows” to quickly set new values. A worksheet can be saved and recalled for later editing before 
validating and posting it to update the applicable products. Worksheet history is retained to 
allow users to review previous sets of changes. 
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Retail staff management 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail has integrated retail staff with the core Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012 Human resources module. Back office and store staff are managed as workers in Human 
resources. To simplify the manageability of Retail POS permissions across the organization, jobs 
are associated with POS permission groups. You can define a few standard jobs in your retail 
organization and have standard POS permission for the job. Then all workers you hire into the 
job automatically have the standard POS permissions. Additionally, you can associate workers 
with stores so you can restrict a retail staff login to a single store, a group of stores, or any store 
in the enterprise. 

Details 

Jobs, positions, and workers 

These are the three entities in human resources that you need to use to manage your retail 
staff.  In simplest terms, job is the type of work performed; for example, cashier or store 
manager. Position is a specific instance of a Job; for example, Cashier#1, Casher#2, or Store#1 
manager. Each position is related to exactly one job at any point in time. Workers are the 
people, either employees or contractors, that you hire and assign to positions. The term “retail 
staff” refers to a worker who has been configured to be a Retail POS user by giving him or her a 
Retail POS password, Retail POS permissions, and a store address book. 
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POS permissions 

POS permissions define the actions that can be performed and the maximum discount and 
return amounts that can be applied to transactions. These are not new in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX for Retail 2012, but we’ve changed how they are associated with the retail staff. In previous 
versions, the retail staff properties and permissions were in one table. POS permissions were 
copied to each individual worker which can make management difficult. In Microsoft Dynamics 
AX for Retail 2012 the POS permissions are defined in a POS permission group and associated to 
a job or a position. 

Store employee address books 

This is another area where retail functionality was integrated into core Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Retail 2012 functionality.  In previous versions a retail staff could be assigned to only one 
store.  With workaround retail staff could login to more than one store, but it was not intuitive 
or managed in the application. In Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012, we take advantage of 
the new concept called address book to associate workers and stores. Address book by itself is 
simple; just an ID and a description. The power and flexibility comes in because both workers 
(retail staff) and stores can have zero or more address books associated with them. A store and 
a worker must share an address book for the worker to be able to logon to a Retail POS register 
in that store. Consider three examples of controlling which retail staff can work in each store.  

Example 1: Single store for each worker 

 At one extreme, you might want each employee to only be able to logon to one store. For this, 
you setup one address book for each store and assign workers and stores only one address book 
each. Only one store would have address book ‘Store#1’ and only workers with address book 
‘Store#1’ can logon to Retail POS in that store. 

Example 2: All workers can logon to any store 

At the other extreme, you might want all your employees to be able to logon to Retail POS in 
any store. You might be a small company or simply want to a simple configuration in the system 
and rely on local physical control. In this case, you would create a single address book; for 
example, “POSUsers,” and assign it to all workers and all stores. 

Example 3: Single store plus districts or regions 

Some place in the middle of the two previous examples is where most companies will likely be. 
Some of your workers will be restricted to a single store, but workers will be able to logon in 
multiple stores. In this case, you still create one address book for each store, but you also create 
address books for each district or region you group your stores into. Each store would have its 
store address book and a district or region address book. Workers could have only one store 
address book or could have multiple store address books. Or, a worker could have a district or 
region address book, in which case, they could logon to any store that also has that district or 
region address book. 
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Store inventory 
Retail store inventory in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 has undergone major 
architectural changes to better suit native document support and create a foundation for 
stronger retail store inventory functionality in the future. Previously retail store inventory (RSI) 
was a module included in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail that had been adapted from a 3rd 
party handheld solution. Being originally built to support a 3rd party mobile solution and then 
updated to work without that solution, previous forms of RSI supported basic picking, receiving, 
and inventory counting, but was not optimized for Microsoft Dynamics AX and required steps 
that made the solution less streamlined than ideal. 

For Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012, the same basic functionality that was previously 
supported is still there. Purchase order and transfer receiving are still supported through Retail 
POS and Enterprise Portal, as is stock counting. In addition, some functional improvements have 
been added in Enterprise Portal and Retail POS to make data entry more intuitive and faster. 
However, the major work in RSI for Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 is the deprecation of 
RSI as a standalone module and many steps that went with it. The result is a much more 
intuitive, efficient, and adaptable solution that makes a much stronger foundation to build upon 
from the standpoint of end-to-end store inventory management.    

Details 

Terms 

 Picking: In the context of retail store inventory, picking describes the action of indicating 
that quantities intended for a transfer order have been removed from inventory. There are 
also picking functions related to customer orders that describes fulfillment of orders directly 
intended for transfers. Within this topic any picking functionality described is for inter-
store/warehouse transfers.  

 Receiving: Used to indicate through Retail POS or Enterprise Portal that a purchase order or 
transfer from another store has been received. 

 Counting: Counting, or stock count, describes the action of indicating on-hand quantities 
within the store.   

Removal of the Retail store inventory module 

As described previously, the Retail store inventory module has been removed in Microsoft 
Dynamics AX for Retail 2012. This means that Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 documents 
are now updated directly by picking, receiving, and counting performed in Retail POS or 
Enterprise Portal.  

 Previous setup: Previously, there were many setup steps required to make RSI functional. 
Every Retail POS register location needed to have an ID in RSI to identify where counts took 
place and if a terminal was authorized to perform counts. Also, masks had to be set up for 
every count type and location ID where RSI functions could be filled. These were among 
other setup steps needed for Retail store inventory. 

 Previous workflow: Previously, store inventory documents had to manually be created from 
the originating purchase order, transfer order, or stock counting journal in Microsoft 
Dynamics AX. After the RSI document had been created, the originating document could not 
be modified again within Microsoft Dynamics AX. In the case of transfers where a ship 
to/from warehouse was not also a retail store, the picking or receiving function for the non-
retail warehouse had to be performed within retail store inventory. After the quantities had 
been indicated through Retail POS or Enterprise Portal, the count then had to be imported 
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into the Retail store inventory module where it was then posted to Microsoft Dynamics AX. 
Upon posting of these counts from RSI, the originating document was then posted and 
closed.  

 
 

Retail store inventory setup in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 

Retail store inventory in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 requires no setup. As long as a 
store can communicate with the retail head office via Retail Transaction Service, RSI will work. 
Worksheet masks and location IDs are now inferred from the warehouse indicated on document 
headers in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 and local Retail POS, local Retail POS 
configuration, and Enterprise Portal assigned stores. This results in much reduced time to deploy 
and eliminates the complexity of configuration that was present previously.   

Retail store inventory workflow in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 

With the removal of the Retail store inventory module, inventory workflows have been greatly 
simplified and streamlined. In addition, there is added flexibility within Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Retail 2012 for purchase orders, transfer orders and stock counts to have retail stores in the 
header information. 

 Removal of RSI module: As explained previously, an entire module is no longer necessary 
with the new design. Rather than having an interim step between the Microsoft Dynamics 
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AX for Retail 2012 originating document and Retail POS, retail picking, receiving, and 
counting documents are derived directly from documents in Microsoft Dynamics AX for 
Retail 2012. Conversely, Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 documents are updated 
directly from counts committed from Retail POS and Enterprise Portal. 

 Multi-commit: In the previous design, counts from Retail POS and Enterprise Portal could 
only be committed once. This meant that purchase orders, for example, could only be 
received once. This is no longer the case as picking, receiving, and stock counting can be 
performed multiple times until the originating document is closed in Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Retail 2012.  

 Flexibility: Documents in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 are no longer posted as a 
result of retail actions. This allows for editing within Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Also, 
documents in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 are no longer frozen while in use in Retail POS or 
in Enterprise Portal.  

 

 

Saved vs. Committed Quantities 

Quantities in Retail POS and Enterprise Portal are now displayed differently based on if the 
count has been committed previously or simply saved locally. Counts that have been performed 
and saved locally, but not committed to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 are kept in an editable 
column. After these counts have been committed to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, they are 
moved to an un-editable column and quantities committed thereafter to Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012 are incremented to this amount.  
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Example 

1. Receive partial shipment in Retail POS. 

 
 

2. Commit quantities to Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012. 

 

3. Receive now quantity updated upon committing counts from Retail POS. 
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4. Receive against the same PO again in Retail POS. Note that previously committed quantities 
move to the “Received” column. 

 
 

Other new features 

The majority of changes in this area for 2012 were related to previously described architectural 
enhancements. However, a few enhancements were added to Retail POS and Enterprise Portal 
to improve the experience of the data entry clerk using the feature. 

 Receive/Pick all: A pick/receive all (depending on the type of count) button has been added 
to Retail POS and Enterprise Portal that allows the user to update quantities in current 
quantity column to equal the amount ordered or shipped. This means that for orders that 
are 100% correct the clerk no longer needs to update the quantities for all items 
individually.  

 Scheduled Stock Count in Retail POS: Previously only new stock counts could be created in 
the Retail POS. This meant that prescheduled stock counts coming from the retail 
headquarters could not be performed. In Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012, scheduled 
stock counts can now be retrieved in Retail POS. 

3rd party potential 

The new design for retail store inventory better supports the ability for 3rd parties to create 
mobile inventory modules for Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012. Counts retrieved from the 
retail head office are stored in the store database in an XML format that could easily be parsed 
into a format that would be usable on a mobile device.  

Further supporting 3rd parties is the fact that work done from an SDK standpoint makes Retail 
POS operations related to picking and receiving accessible by ISVs. This means that not only 
could data entry potentially be performed on a mobile device, but solutions could be 
implemented that support calling the headquarters from the device to retrieve new counts, 
performing data entry/ updates and then committing those counts- all from a mobile device.  
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End-of-day improvements 
One of the top priorities for retailers is loss prevention. Many retailers will typically have a 
specific loss prevention department that includes 1-3 employees at the head office and, in larger 
stores such as department stores, there may even be a loss prevention group located at the 
store.  

One of the most important aspects to loss prevention is handling of money and the till/cash 
drawer. It is a key tenant to audit who is responsible for money going in and out of the till: if the 
till is short or over, who is responsible and what caused it?  

To assist with this auditing, retailers rely on a several different processes. Two of these will be 
addressed in this release:  

 Assigning a specific till to a specific cashier, placing core responsibility of the till on one 
person. We will enhance the system to allow the till to follow the cashier. E.g. if a cashier 
returns from a break but is now assigned a different register, he must physically move the 
till and his Retail POS shift must follow him. This is known as floating till.  

 Removing the till from the cash drawer without closing the shift so that the money can be 
counted in a back room instead of on the sale floor. This is known as blind close. Blind close 
introduces the notion of closing multiple registers from one physical location, allowing a 
single person to count cash at the end of the day and close all registers in a back room or 
somewhere away from the sales floor.  

In addition to the above key processes, there are several other scenarios and improvements to 
be addressed in the release such as:   

 Key usability improvements  

o Option to require starting and ending amount before closing a shift 

o Option to prompt for starting and ending amount in Retail POS 

 Adding a ZZ-report 

Global address book 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 has followed the patterns defined by the core global 
address book framework for all retail entities. This means for where ever possible address and 
contact information for retail entities have been migrated to addresses and contact information 
of parties. Global address books is a large and impactful feature in core Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012, if this if the first time you are being introduced to it you might want to review the core 
documentation on the feature here: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg751354.aspx  

Details 

Data normalized and global 

The global address book significantly changed the data structures and relationships of the 
underlying address and contact information data. The largest impact to Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Retail 2012 is in storage and use of customers and customer addresses and contact 
information. When creating a customer in Retail POS, the customer and party are both created; 
as well as the associated addresses and contact information (party locations). 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg751354.aspx
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Upgrading from previous versions of Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail  

Address and contact fields have been migrated as follows: 

Field Description 

Customer Same as SYS upgrade. 

Loyalty customer Address and contact will come from the related customer. 
Upgrade moves address and contact to customer. 

Staff Contact information is removed. Upgrade existing data to 
contact information on worker 

Store Address and contact will be associated to party of the related 
organization 

Competitors Merged with the CRM competitor. 
  

Reporting and analytics 
Microsoft Dynamics AX includes a sales cube that can be leveraged to get powerful insights into 
sales performance: 

Merchandizing analytics 
 Sales performance by retail category – Identify key performing categories and eliminate 

non performing categories by leveraging the Sales performance by retail category and Sales 
performance by retail category period over period comparison reports. 

 Sales performance by product: Eliminate non performing products and optimize 
assortments with the right product mix by leveraging the Sales performance by product 
report. This report provides insight into overall sales, quantity, gross margin and gross 
margin percentage by product. 

Retail channel analytics 
 Sales performance by retail channel – Compare sales performance across channel and 

identify ROI across individual channels. This report provides insights into overall sales, 
quantity, gross margin and gross margin percentage by channel. 

Store analytics 
 Store sales by worker – View sales performance by staff and identify staffing improvements 

based on the store sales by worker report. 

 Store sales by hour– Identify peak traffic hours and staffing requirement by leveraging the 
Store sales by hour report. 

 Store sales performance report – View store sales performance and track store 
performance across periods. 

Operating unit analytics 
 Operating unit sales performance – Get a summary on how the overall business is 

performing by viewing the operating unit sales performance report. 
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Sites Services solutions 
Microsoft Dynamics AX includes four Sites Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP solutions that 
can streamline and speed business processes: 

Advertise promotions 
The Sites Services promotion solution enables the marketing manager to advertise promotions 
across multiple media. This is accomplished by creating media specific pages for a promotion. 
Once published, the marketing manager can then provide reference to the web pages as part of 
the media broadcast message. 

 
 

Online case request 
Customer support representatives can accept feedback and questions by using case 
management in Microsoft Dynamics AX and the online case request Sites Services solution. 
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Human resources recruitment 
Human resources staff can display ads for job openings online and receive applications from 
candidates by using recruitment in Microsoft Dynamics AX and the human resources 
recruitment Sites Services solution. 

 
 

Request for quotation 
A purchasing agent can post purchasing needs online and vendors can review them and respond 
with quotations by using procurement and sourcing in Microsoft Dynamics AX and the request 
for quotation Sites Services solution. 
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Unsolicited vendor registration 
The purchasing department can accept unsolicited vendor registrations by using procurement 
and sourcing in Microsoft Dynamics AX and the unsolicited vendor registration Sites Services 
solution. 

You can also create your own Internet-based solutions. Following are some examples: 

 Marketing – Create a marketing campaign that collects and tracks sales leads. 

 Product registration – Provide a convenient site for customers for product registration. 

 Purchase orders and invoices – Publish purchase orders and invoices for vendors to review. 
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Before you can use Sites Services, you need to sign up for an account. In many organizations, the 
IT department or a partner sets up, customizes, and maintains Sites Services. Once the Sites 
Services account is set up, you can start activating and using the Sites Services solutions. 

Store database 
This documents details the store database with offline feature added to Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Retail 2012. This feature enables support for a central database within the retail store. In 
addition to a central store database, an offline database can also be used locally to reduce 
downtime in the event of network failure and to support scenarios where a register must be 
used offsite or in a sidewalk sale. 

Details 

Store database 

Previously retail registers each had independent local databases that were used to store master 
data such as product records and sales transactions. These registers also had independent 
connections to the retail head office and did not share common transaction history with other 
terminals within the same store and could retrieve transactions from other registers only after 
they had been uploaded to the head office.  

With the new implementation, registers all connect to a single database within the store for day 
to day operations. Support for the store database topology results in many benefits as detailed 
below. Thus enabling cross-register transaction returns, hold and recall functionality, and 
ensuring “single version of the truth” data referencing. Whereas registers that connected to 
headquarters independently would potentially become unsynchronized from a master data 
standpoint, now they have a single point of reference for things such as pricing, assortments, 
and customer records. Having all registers share a database also reduced local database growth 
so register databases (while not required) only have to store master data and transactions that 
are performed while not connected to the store database.  
 

 Cross terminal returns: Registers within the store can now more easily perform returns for 
transactions that were performed at other registers within the store. Previously, only 
transactions that had been uploaded to the retail headquarters could be recalled for return. 
The store database makes transactions available for return on other terminals from the 
moment they are posted to the store database.  

 Cross terminal hold/recall: Similar to cross register recalls, transactions can now be placed 
on hold on a register and be recalled from a different register within the same store. 
Previously transactions put on hold could only be recalled from the same register. 

 Single version of the truth: With Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012, all registers in the 
same store now share a common database. Previously all stores connected to the head 
office independently. This could lead to scenarios where one register had important price 
updates that may not have taken effect on other registers or could have failed for other 
reasons such as the register being offline. The effect of this was that data could vary from 
one register to another leading to discrepancies in things such as pricing or product 
assortments. This is no longer an issue because registers have a single point of reference for 
master data. Besides offering consistent data at the register level, this store server topology 
also ensures that registers can be powered down when not in use and not miss important 
updates from the headquarters.  
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 Reduced headquarters connection footprint:  The store database results in a vastly lower 
bandwidth requirement for store connect. Previously registers uploaded transactions and 
received master data updates from the headquarters independently. This required a store 
connect connection for each register and meant that master data had to be replicated to 
each register in the store independently. With the store database, connections from the 
store to headquarters are reduced from N to a single connection.  

 Reduced required database instances:  Retail stores only require a single database for all 
registers. Registers are no longer required to have an instance of Microsoft SQL Server 
Express if offline functionality is not required - meaning much lower total cost of overhead 
associated with database management. 

Offline database 

Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 introduces support for local offline databases on the 
Retail POS register. This means that if for any reason the connection  to the store database fails 
or if the store database must undergo maintenance that will take it off line, the Retail POS 
registers can continue to process transactions. The offline database is not required, but creates 
a fallback for unforeseen network issues. In the event that the store database is not accessible, a 
Retail POS register connected to its offline database can even perform credit card transactions- 
provided there is an internet connection. When the store database is not available, but an 
internet and Retail Transaction Service connection are available, the register can also continue 
to perform gift card, customer creation, store inventory and other transaction service related 
functions as well.  

 Synchronization provided by Microsoft Sync Framework: The Microsoft Sync Framework is 
used to synchronize the offline databases with the store database. The Sync Framework 
supports SQL and SQL Express equally. Synchronization is performed by a new service called 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail Offline Sync Service. The synchronization service runs in 
the back ground outside of the context of point of sale.  

 Data Flow: Master data (item, customer records, etc.) is synchronized from the retail 
headquarters to the store database via store connect. Master data in the store database is 
then synchronized to the offline database via the sync service. While the Retail POS is 
connected to the store database, transactions are saved directly on the store database. 
While the Retail POS is offline, however, transactions are save to the offline database. Once 
the connection to the store database is restored, transactions that were saved to the offline 
database are synchronized to the store database and then replicated to the retail 
headquarters through store connect as usual. 
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 Offline profile: Data that is to be synchronized from the store database to the offline 
database is defined in the offline profile assigned to the store. The offline profile is made up 
of a set of ‘scopes’ that define sets of data that are synchronized together. The default 
scopes follow the same pattern as default store connect jobs used by the Retail Scheduler. 
In the case of custom tables or fields, scopes may be modified at the headquarters to 
change the data synchronized from the store to offline database.  

Retail database utility 

The store database with offline mode feature introduces a new utility responsible for creating 
store and offline databases as well as assigning terminal information used in the Retail POS 
configuration. On the store server the utility can be installed by itself and used to create the 
store database. On the Retail POS  the utility is used to designate the store server, create the 
offline database, create the Retail POS configuration file and install the synchronization service.  

The database utility can also be used to change things like terminal number or database 
information on existing Retail POS terminals.  

Provisioning of offline databases is initiated by the store database utility, so if offline scopes are 
modified or the offline database needs to be populated, the store database utility should be run 
after synchronizing the offline scope from headquarters. 
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Database connection 

The connection to store/offline database can be switched in the point of a sale through the 
“Database connection status” operation. 

 
 

The status bar in the point of sale will indicate which database being used. 
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Commerce Services 
Commerce Services Microsoft Dynamics ERP continues to extend the multi-channel capabilities 
with the focus of better integrating with Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012.  

Commerce Services allows companies to easily integrate e-commerce with their Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2012 system. The service enables connecting an on-premises ERP system to the 
cloud while retaining centralized inventory management and fulfillment. Commerce Services 
enables rapidly expanding online sales channels to extend overall reach. 

Below is a list of new features. 

 Retail channels – Retail channels now extend the organization hierarchy with two types of 
supported online channels – online stores and online marketplaces. An online store consists 
of only products belonging to a specific company. A marketplace may contain products 
across multiple companies. These channels can be configured from within Microsoft 
Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 and linked to corresponding online account. Attributes of an 
online channel includes the following fields 

o Customer template – The customer template specified the template to be used for an 
online customer when a sales order is created. 

o  Sales origin – This specifies the origin of the sales order and can be designated to any 
field that allows the company to distinguish online sales orders. 

o Online catalog – This specifies the catalog that will contain products assorted to this 
channel. This catalog is created if it doesn’t already exist. If it exists its reused to include 
products specific to the assortment.dd 

o Online attributes – This tab contains information that is retrieved from linking the 
channel to the actual online store or online marketplace account. The status includes – 
Active, Pending, Unlinked.  
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Linking an account to the actual online store or marketplace can be done by clicking Setup > 
Link Account. The screen below shows the subsequent screens that will help actually link the 
account. 

 
 

 Assortments – Assortment is an efficient way to select the products for a specific channel. 
Online channels also support assortments. Once an online channel is defined and included in 
the assortment hierarchy, a set of products can be assigned to the channel. The process of 
publishing products to the assortment is consistent with a retail assortment.  The products 
selected will be included in the catalog that’s defined for the channel. 

 Categories – Online channels now support retail product hierarchy and retail supplemental 
hierarchies. The hierarchy is designated in Commerce Services parameters are now 
uploaded to Commerce. The set of standard category attributes and additional product 
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attributes are also uploaded to the Commerce Services. These categories can then be used 
in any online store or online marketplace. Below is a picture of the categories as seen in 
Commerce Services. 

 
 

 Buy online and pickup in store – Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 supports a 
customer buying online and picking up at a store. This feature is now supported end to end 
by designating a site and warehouse for pickup in an online order. These values are then 
brought back into Retail and made available to the point of sale for pickup. The sales clerk 
can view the pick list for the store and take necessary action. When the customer visits the 
store, the online customer order number can be used to claim the item at the store. 

 Sales tax on shipping - This is set on Retail > Setup > Commerce Services > Commerce 
Services parameters. This is computed again as the intersection of item and customer sales 
tax groups. 

 Retail security roles – Retail security roles are extended to have access to Commerce 
Services duties and privileges. The roles included are Retail Merchandising Manager, Retail 
Operations Manager, Retail Warehouse Clerk, and Retail Store Manager. 

Sales tax on shipping 
The sales tax feature in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 extends existing functionality to 
support sales tax on shipping.  

Retail POS enables this by allowing the user to set a shipping charge code for Retail POS. This 
shipping charge code can have an item sales tax group associated with it. The tax computed for 
a transaction then computes sales tax on shipping based on the intersection of the item sales 
tax group and customer sales tax group. The screen shot below shows the shipping charge code 
setting in Retail parameters. 
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Online channels similarly also support sales tax on shipping. This is set on Retail > Setup > 
Commerce Services > Commerce Services parameters. This is computed again as the 
intersection of item and customer sales tax groups. Screen shot below shows the Commerce 
Services parameters. 
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Retail Store Connect 

Scheduler configuration 
The operation and configuration of scheduler jobs has been separated to make it easier to 
configure different batch schedules or multiple Retail Store Connect instances for scalability. The 
scheduler configuration is now global and can be used for multiple legal entities. 

The existing entities scheduler job and scheduler subjob will remain, but are only use to define 
the table and field mapping (subjob) and for grouping multiple tables (job). Instead of assigning 
an include list to the scheduler job you first define distribution location list. This list is used as 
part of the distribution schedule which combines multiple Scheduler jobs and distribution lists 
to be executed at once either manually or through a batch job. This configuration now allows to 
only define one P-Job for pulling sales data from multiple stores. 
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Performance 
Retail Store Connect uses two adapters to communicate with either Microsoft Dynamics AX or 
with a SQL database at the store. Both adapters have been rewritten to optimize data access 
and compression. Retail Store Connect now utilizes SQL bulk copy to insert data into both 
Microsoft Dynamics AX and the Retail POS database. 

Role-based security 
Role-based security was introduced as part of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. As part of role 
based security, built-in roles were added to Microsoft Dynamics AX that covered all functional 
aspects of the product. Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 introduces the uptake of role 
based security for functionality supported through the retail solution.  

Details 

Terms 

 Roles: Where applicable, new retail roles will need to be created so that employees can be 
assigned to retail specific duties.  

 Processes: Functions that can be performed through headquarters and Retail POS will need 
to be organized in to processes in order to fit into the Microsoft Dynamics AX navigation 
structure for different process cycles. 

 Duties: Duties will need to be defined and created in Retail POS that will consist of a set of 
privileges required to perform certain tasks and services related to the performance of an 
individual’s position.  
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 Privileges: Privileges will need to be defined and created. Discreet collections of these 
privileges make up individual duties within Microsoft Dynamics AX. Privileges can be 
considered menu item, form and field level securables within the back office. 

 Permissions: Permissions are the access levels assigned to privileges. This could be 
considered the type of access to these privileges such as create, read, update or delete. 

High level relationship 

 
 

Breakdown 

Retail uptake of the role based security framework resulted in the following: 

 4 roles 

o Retail Store Manager 

o Retail Merchandising Manager 

o Retail Operations Manager 

o Retail Warehouse Clerk 

o (Retail IT Manager being added to AX IT manager) 

 59 duties 

 190 privileges 

 2300+ entry points covered 

Roles 

As part of the feature, entry point level security was applied to all menus within the solution 
these entry points were then grouped into duties that were assigned to roles delivered out of 
the box. The roles and the duties/permissions assigned to them can be modified by the partner 
or end user to better suit the retailer’s needs and business processes 
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The following roles added for the retail solution with a brief explanation are as follows: 

 Retail Merchandising Manager: Responsible for catalog, assortment and pricing aspects of 
retail functionality. 

 Retail Operations Manager:  Responsible for setting up retail reference data and entity 
management in areas such as stores, terminals, and profiles used by the point of sale 
terminals 

 Store Manager: The store manager has access to all Enterprise Portal related retail 
functionality including all supported reports as well as picking, receiving and stock count 
functionality. Access is based on stores assigned to the user through user profiles in system 
administration.  

 Store Inventory Clerk: Responsible for retail store inventory functions within EP. This 
includes order picking and receiving duties as well as the entry of stock counts. Access is 
based on stores assigned to the user through user profiles in system administration. 

Note 

Some additional configuration related duties were added to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 
Information technology manager role that shipped with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 
These duties are mostly related to setup, configuration of store connect and services 
related configuration.  

Duties assigned by role 

Role name Duty name 

Retail merchandising manager 

Maintain online commerce batch jobs 

Maintain online product item list 

Maintain retail add products lists 

Maintain retail barcodes 

Maintain retail campaign discounts 

Inquire into retail discount reports 

Inquire into retail product life cycle 

Inquire into retail sales reports 

Inquire into retail statements 

View retail product details(EP) 

Maintain retail product reference data 

View retail products(EP) 

Edit mass update worksheets 

Maintain retail product pricing 

View retail reference data(EP) 

Maintain retail replenishment 

Retail operations manager 

Maintain retail barcode masks 

Maintain retail batches 

Maintain retail channels 
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Maintain retail concessions 

Maintain retail gift cards 

Maintain retail income and expense 

Maintain retail infocodes 

View retail product details(EP) 

View retail products(EP) 

Maintain retail labels 

Maintain retail loyalty 

Maintain retail parameters 

Maintain retail POS permissions 

Maintain retail prepayment 

Maintain retail price adjustments 

View retail reference data(EP) 

Maintain retail reference data 

Maintain retail rounding 

Maintain retail store tenders 

Maintain retail tax reference data 

Maintain retail register profiles 

Maintain retail register reference data 

Maintain retail registers 

Maintain retail till activities 

Maintain retail transaction service profiles 

Maintain retail transactions 

Maintain retail worker 

Retail warehouse clerk 

Maintain online commerce batch jobs 

Maintain online product item list 

Maintains online sales orders 

Record retail counting and picking (EP) 

View retail product details(EP) 

View retail products(EP) 

Record retail receiving (EP) 

View retail reference data(EP) 

Information technology manager 
(Microsoft Dynamics AX) 

Maintain online commerce batch jobs 

Maintain Commerce Services duty 

Maintain online product item list 

Maintains online sales orders 
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Maintain online services accounts 

Enable retail administrative process 

Enable retail barcode masks 

Commerce Services for Retail upgrade 

View retail product details(EP) 

View retail products(EP) 

View retail reference data(EP) 

Manage Retail Store Connect 

Licensing 

All retails roles will be counted as functional users toward Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 
licensing. Retail POS registers will be counted as device CALs. 

Payment processing 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 supports all existing Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 
2009 credit/debit card features and four new enhancements. 

Details 
 Partial authorization –Retail POS supports the following for MasterCard and Discover Partial 

Authorization mandate.   

o Partial approval 

o Retail time reversals of partial approval 

o Balance return with purchase messages  

Please refer to MasterCard Partial Authorization mandate for more information. 

 Debit cash back - Retail POS supports cash back for debit card sales 

 Credit Card Voice approval - Retail POS supports offline approved transactions for credit 
card payments 

 Customer orders - Retail POS supports credit card payments for customer orders. It enables 
pre-authorize a credit card payment when creating a customer order, and captures the 
credit card payment during fulfillment.  For more details, please refer to what’s new for 
“Customer orders” 

Replenishment and allocation 
Cross docking and inventory allocation are features used to assist retailers with allocation and 
replenishment of products to stores. These features have been improved to uptake 
new/modified functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 as well as changes to 
related areas in other retail features. These include uptake of organization model, product 
categories, and assortments. 

http://www.firstdata.com/downloads/marketing-merchant/fd_2010_gpm_spring_bulletin_partnersupport.pdf
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Details 

Replenishment hierarchy 

Replenishment groups have been replaced with a replenishment hierarchy as part of 
organizational hierarchies. This provides the possibility of using the organizational model to 
define multiple custom hierarchies for grouping of stores/channels for replenishment. 

All places where replenishment groups were previously used have been replaced with a 
dropdown of replenishment hierarchies. 

Replenishment rules 

Replenishment rules are now defined by replenishment hierarchies and channels instead of 
replenishment rules and warehouses. 

Intercompany trade 

In both cross docking and inventory allocation, it is possible to include warehouses from 
different legal entities and distribute products to them using intercompany trade. 

Order creation from cross docking 

Orders could not be created from cross docking until the products were received for the 
purchase order. This has been changed so they can be created at any time after a cross docking 
is created so that planned orders get reflected in the system. 
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Distribution restrictions 

At the time of defining the distribution and when creating the orders, in both Cross-docking or 
Buyer´s push, the system will restrict the distribution by taking into account Assortments, 
Intercompany setup, Released products and Distribution warehouse. 

 Assortments 
It is possible to define in parameters if assortments should be respected or not and if the 
user can overwrite that option. If assortments should be respected then distribution cannot 
be defined or created for stores that do not include the products as part of their 
assortments. 

It is possible to define coverage days that will be used in relation to data affectivity in the 
assortments so that if an item will become part of an assortment in the next 30 days it can 
be included in the distribution. 

 Intercompany trade 
Distribution cannot be defined or created between legal entities that do not have 
intercompany trade configured. 

 Released products 
Distribution cannot be defined or created for a product to a store in legal entity where the 
product has not been released in. 

 Distribution warehouse 
Distribution cannot be defined or created for a warehouse if it is the same as the one being 
distributed from. 

Improved usability 

 Selection of what products to distribute and distribution methods have been incorporated 
into the main forms for cross docking and inventory allocation. 

 Cross docking can be opened for viewing from main menu. 

 Cross docking can be opened for viewing from main menu. 

 Replenishment hierarchy can be selected to filter the locations grid and define what 
locations are applicable for distribution. 

 Categories can be used to filter the product grid in cross docking. 

Financial dimensions 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 solution has been enhanced to uptake the remodeled 
financial dimension framework in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 and to make use of the new and 
enhanced capabilities of the framework. 

Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012 provides the option of defining financial dimensions on 
store, terminal and worker entities that are used in conjunction with standard Microsoft 
Dynamics AX logic in financial posting of retail sales. The store and terminal entities have been 
added to the list of system dimensions and can be used throughout the system. 
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Details 

Retail entities as system dimensions 

One of the new capabilities of the dimension framework in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 
2012 is to allow the user to create system-defined dimensions. 

The store and terminal entities have been added to the list of system dimensions that the user 
can choose from. When the user creates a dimension of type store or terminal the values in 
those entities become the values of the dimension and are automatically updated as the values 
of the entities change. These dimensions can be used thought the system. 

 
 

Dimension controls 

All retail forms using the dimension framework from Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2009 
have been updated to use the new dimension controls. These include Store, Terminal, Retail 
transactions, and Statement forms. 

The following screenshots illustrate the difference between a dimension setting for a store in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 and in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 

 
 

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 

 
 

Worker dimension 

Retail staff members are created as workers in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012. When 
posting retail sales the dimensions on the worker entity are respected along with the 
dimensions from the customer, store and terminal. 
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Account controls 

All account references have been upgraded to use the new account controls introduced with the 
changed account structure in the new dimension framework in Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 
2012. 

These include accounts setup in Retail parameters, stores, tender types and Income/Expense 
accounts. 

 

 


